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In order to realize stable, reliable, and high-precision motion control of the satellite-borne data transmission antenna, a FPGA-
based motion controller is designed and achieved. The controller receives commands through the RS-422 asynchronous
transmission serial port and performs speed planning autonomously. The controller also performs closed-loop position control
with the collected resolver angle and controls two antennas synchronously or independently in a subdivision driving method.
The controller is firstly designed using the hardware description language VHDL, simulated in ModelSim software. Then, it is
connected to the stepping motors through the LMD18200H bridge chip by using aerospace-grade FPGA, controlling the data
transmission antennas to regulate the angle, go to zero-position, or stop rotation. The simulation and experiment results show
that the design can control the antennas accurately and stably. The accuracy of angle regulation reaches 0.0085° under the
condition of 64 subdivisions and 100 : 1 reduction ratio.

1. Introduction

The satellite-borne data transmission antenna is a passive
antenna, which is mainly used for communication between
remote sensing satellites and ground stations. When the
satellite is normally orbited, the data transmission antenna
expands according to the overall requirements of the satellite.
The antenna receives control commands, makes motion to
realize beam pointing, and completes the task of transferring
data to the ground stations [1]. As the key technology of the
whole system, the motion control plays a decisive role in the
stable and high-precision operation of the mechanism.

PID control is the classic algorithm in the antenna control
system; Hui-Feng and Jian-Jiang proposed a proportional-
fussy-proportional integral controller, which reduced system
overshoot and improved the dynamic performance of the
system [2]; Ya-ting et al. designed an adaptive fuzzy PI con-
troller, which had the advantages of fast system response,
strong antiload interference capability, and good robustness
[3]. But in general, the PID control algorithm relies on the
set of three parameters of proportional, integral, and differ-

ential. The system gradually stabilizes in the process of
fluctuation; the overshoot is inevitable. Another control
method that is commonly used now is to use a stepping
motor and a reducer to control the mechanism by means
of subdivision driving. Yu-tian and Wei-dong proposed a
microstepping mode antenna rotation control technology,
focusing on the principle of subdivision control and its
implementation method [4]; Wen-hui proposed a structural
design scheme for a biaxial antenna pointing mechanism,
mainly for the feeder structure and antenna mechanism
design [5]; Yong and Jian considered the nonlinear factors
of the drive circuit, modeled and simulated for the mecha-
nism, and obtained the pointing precision, torque fluctua-
tion, speed fluctuation, and single-step response of the
antenna mechanism [6].

Based on the above research, this paper designs and
implements a motion controller which is suitable for the
satellite-borne data transmission antenna. The controller
takes the field programmable logic device FPGA as the core;
its logic function is written with the hardware description
language VHDL. The controller receives commands from
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the host computer through the RS-422 serial port and per-
forms closed-loop motion control with the collected resolver
angle. The design is simulated in ModelSim and verified on
the FPGA development board, stepping motor, and related
peripheral circuits.

2. System Requirements and Analysis

The satellite-borne data transmission antennas generally
work in space, but the electromagnetic and radiation envi-
ronments in space are relatively harsh. When high-energy
particles enter the sensitive area of the semiconductor device,
the logic of the device is reversed, resulting in incorrect calcu-
lation results, abnormal operation, and even catastrophic
accident. Therefore, the aerospace-grade antifuse FPGA
device is selected as the core board, which can effectively
avoid the single-particle inversion effect.

There are three types of motors for aerospace vehicles:
brush DC motor, brushless DC motor, and stepping motor.
The brush DC motor has good starting performance, but
there is a danger of sparking due to the brush and the com-
mutator. The brushless DC motor has good dynamic perfor-
mance, but the electronic circuit of the driver is complicated,
and its weight, size, and power consumption are large. The
stepping motor is an open-loop control element, driving a
step angle every time an electric pulse signal is received.
The stepping motor is adopted because of its advantages of
open-loop control, high precision, holding torque when stop-
ping rotation, and strong anti-interference [7]. This design
chooses a two-phase hybrid stepping motor with the step
angle of 1.8° and a take-off function.

When the stepping motor operates in a single step, there
may be problems such as out-of-step, overshoot, large torque
fluctuation, and severe low-frequency oscillation [8]. For this
reason, the controller adopts the scheme of autonomous
trapezoidal speed planning; acceleration and take-off/brake
speed can be set, which can be used to obtain the optimal
speed curve during the experiment and reduce the risk of
out-of-step and overshoot. At the same time, the controller
drives the stepping motor in the 64 subdivision method,
which not only improves the accuracy of angle regulation
when in go to zero-position but also slows down the vibration
and reduces the running noise [9]. Outside the controller, a
100 : 1 reduction ratio reducer is used to increase the output

torque. In this condition, the minimum step angle of the
mechanism is 1:8°/64/100 = 0:00028125°.

In order to ensure the reliability of the design, a closed-
loop position control based on the resolver angle is designed.
After the angle regulation command is completed, the cur-
rent position is compared with the collected resolver angle.
If the values are different, the current position is updated to
the resolver angle. And the controller makes speed planning
again until the two numbers are equal. At the same time, in
order to meet the requirements of aerospace equipment,
multiple redundant design techniques are adopted. First,
the two-receiving technique is adopted when receiving the
commands from the host computer. If the two commands
received are the same, one is taken. Otherwise, retransmis-
sion is required. Second, the command fault-tolerance design
is adopted; the parity bit, the command, and the command
parameter error bit are set to detect the command error.
Third, the backup for the stepping motor is adopted; the pri-
mary one works normally. When the primary fails to work,
the standby starts to work. Finally, asynchronous reset and
synchronous release are adopted to avoid a metastable state,
and the software reset is also adopted.

3. Design of Motion Controller

As shown in Figure 1, the motion controller of the data trans-
mission antenna is mainly composed of the control of the
position loop, the speed loop, and the current loop [10].
The position loop completes the angle regulation of the
antenna and achieves precise location by detecting the
resolver angle. The speed loop mainly plans the speed curve
for the antenna and controls the speed according to the speed
curve. The current loop is mainly used for the subdivision
control of the stepping motor, achieves smooth rotation,
and meets the requirements of the motor work current.

The structural diagram is shown in Figure 2. The motion
controller consists of a resolver angle acquisition module,
RS-422 single-byte receiving module, multibyte receiving
module, command decoding module, telemetry information
acquisition module, multibyte sending module, RS-422
single-byte sending module, current acquisition module,
ADC control module, zero-position signal acquisition mod-
ule, position acquisition module, position control module,
speed control module, step control module, PWM subdivi-
sion control module, and PWM pulse control module.
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the motion controller.
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The processing flow of the motion controller is as follows.
The RS-422 single-byte receiving module receives a single
byte from the host computer through the RS-422 asynchro-
nous transmission interface. The multibyte receiving mod-
ule assembles the bytes into command. The command
decoding module decodes the command, gets the command
parameters and control signals, and sends them to corre-
sponding modules. The resolver angle acquisition module
collects the resolver angle of the mechanism and sends it
to the position controlling module. The position controlling
module receives the position signal of the PWM pulse con-
trolling module and the zero-position signal of the zero-
signal acquisition module and updates the internal position
register. The speed controlling module plans the speed
according to the zero-position signal, command parameters,

and the controlling signals and calculates the time interval of
each step. Then, the step controlling module generates the
pulse signal according to the time interval. The PWM sub-
division controlling module uses the lookup table to
obtain the duty value for two phases and calculates the period
numbers of the high and low levels. The PWM pulse control-
ling module controls the output of the PWM pulse according
to the LMD18200 timing requirement. The motion control-
ler drives the stepping motor using the driving chip
LMD18200 and connects it to the data transmission antennas
through the reducer, ultimately realizing the controlling of
the data transmission antennas.

3.1. Command Sending, Receiving, and Decoding. The RS-422
single-byte receiving module and the RS-422 single-byte
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Figure 2: Structural diagram of the motion controller.
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sending module transfer data according to the RS422
serial communication protocol; the transmission rate is
115200 bps [11]. The transmission format of single-byte is
shown in Figure 3, which includes a 1-bit start bit, an 8-bit
data bit, a 1-bit parity bit, and a 1-bit stop bit [12]. The start
bit defaults to 0; the check bit is obtained by the odd check
method; the stop bit defaults to 1.

When receiving the command, the RS-422 single-byte
receiving module receives single-byte data from the RS-422
asynchronous transmission interface. Then, the multibyte
receiving module assembles the bytes into the multibyte data
packet. When the check code of the data packet is incorrect
or the byte is not sent for a long time, the command multi-
byte receiving module requests a retransmission. After the
assembly is successful, the data packet is sent to the com-
mand decoding module. The format of the multibyte data
packet is shown in Figure 4.

The data packet mainly includes the leading header and
the data domain. In the leading header, the version number
is set to 000, indicating for source packet. The type indication
is 1 for the controlling packet or 0 for the telemetry packet.
The secondary leader flag is 1 when there is a secondary
header or 0 when there is not. The application process iden-
tifier is compiled according to the location of the module and
is used for module identification. The sequence flag is set to
11. The packet sequence indicates the serial number of the
controlling packet in the relevant packet sequence; the packet
length is the length of the controlling packet, which is up to
250 bytes. In the data domain, the application data is 32-bit
data, including a 16-bit integer part and a 16-bit fractional
part. The checksum is used to perform an XOR check on
the application data.

After receiving the multibyte data packet, the com-
mand decoding module decodes it according to the format
of multibyte data. The commands are mainly controlling
commands and debugging commands, wherein the control-
ling commands include angle regulation command, going
to zero-position command, stopping rotation command,
and telemetry command. When decoding the command, if
it is an angle regulation command, the angle information is
extracted and converted into the step numbers. The position
register is updated, and the target position information is
output to the speed controlling module. If it is a going to
zero-position command or stopping rotation command,
the go-zero signal or the stop signal is output to the speed
controlling module. If it is a telemetry command, the telem-
etry information collection module initiates an information
collection request.

In addition to the above controlling commands, the
design also provides the internal debugging commands,
including debugging information acquisition command,

software reset command, acceleration parameter setting
command, acceleration reciprocal setting command, uni-
form speed setting command during the going to zero-posi-
tion, the take-off/brake speed setting command, step period
calculation cumulative amount setting command, safety cur-
rent parameter setting command, duty ratio proportional
parameter setting command, and current open-loop setting
command, which are used to debug parameters such as accel-
eration, initial accumulated amount, accumulated amount,
and safe current. The internal debugging commands are used
during the debug phase to obtain optimal parameters for best
performance while the system is running.

3.2. Acquisition of Resolver Angle. The resolver angle is stim-
ulated and decoded by the resolver. The stimulate module
generates a sine signal by using the Venturi bridge oscillation
circuit, and the sine signal is amplified by the MSK2541B.
The decoding module decodes the output sine and cosine sig-
nal into a digital quantity by the decoding chip RDC19220.
The digital quantity is formed to an 18-bit resolver angle by
the combination of coarse and fine machines and is sent to
the FPGA through the RS422 serial port [13, 14]. The motion
control performs the antenna angle servo control according
to the resolver angle and realizes the precise positioning of
the position and the limit requirement of the mechanism.
The resolver angle decoding adopts the combination of
coarse and fine machines, 16 bits per machine, and combines
the bits into 18-bit code. The synthesis method is shown in
Figure 5 [15].

When combining, the 11th and 10th bits of the coarse
machine and the 16th and 15th positions of the fine
machine are judged, and the C5 (up to 5 digits) of the coarse
machine and the J13 (up to 13 digits) of the fine machine
are combined into 18 bits. The combined 18-bit number
0x00000~0x3FFFF represents the angle 0~360°. The accuracy
of combined angle resolution is 360/218 = 0:00137°.

3.3. Position Control. In order to prevent inaccurate position-
ing caused by out-of-step and overshoot, the closed-loop
position control based on the resolver angle is designed [16,
17]. During the movement, the position controlling module
receives the step signal and updates the internal position reg-
ister. When the motion is completed, the internal position
register is compared with the collected resolver angle. If the
values are different, it indicates that the motion does not
reach the target position. Then, the internal position register
is updated to the resolver angle, and the controller makes
speed planning again until two numbers are equal.

At the same time, the position control module receives the
zero-position signal of the position acquisition module, which
is detected by the zero-position sensor. The zero-position sig-
nal is a standard TTL level, generally low level. It turns to the
high level when the mechanism reaches the rising edge of the
zero position and turns to the low level after the mechanism
continues to rotate the scan pulse width by 4.5°. The zero-
position signal is deburred by three high levels and three low
levels to ensure reliability. That is, when the zero-position sig-
nal changes to three consecutive high levels after three consec-
utive low levels, it is judged as a pre-zero-position signal; when
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the zero-position signal becomes three consecutive low levels
after three consecutive high levels, it is judged as a true-zero-
position signal. When the true-zero-position signal is received,
the internal position register is cleared.

3.4. Speed Control

3.4.1. Speed Planning. The main function of the speed con-
trolling module is to plan the speed according to the received
target angle, zero-position signal, or stop-rotating signal and
calculate the time interval of each step according to the speed
curve. Among them, the speed planning is performed
according to the trapezoidal speed curve of the stepping
motor. The ideal trapezoidal speed curve is the isosceles trap-
ezoid; that is, the acceleration section is equal to the deceler-
ation section [18]. The possible speed curve is shown in
Figure 6.

Figure 6 shows the speed curves for three cases. The
description of each case is as follows.

(1) Segment 0A. Assuming that the initial state is the idle
state, the go to zero-position command is executed during
the forward angle regulation. When executing the first angle
regulation command, the motion controller first jumps
directly to the take-off speed, then performs the forward accel-
eration to reach the uniform speed andmaintains it. When the
uniform speed section passes the number of steps which equal
the total steps minus 2 times the acceleration section, the con-
troller enters the deceleration state. The go to zero-position
command is received before reaching the target position, and
the controller maintains the deceleration state until reaching
the brake speed, then maintains the brake speed. When the
true-zero-position signal is received, the controller jumps the
speed to 0 to realize going to zero-position.
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(2) Segment AB. Assuming that the initial state is the idle
state, a small angle regulation command is executed. The
controller first jumps directly to the take-off speed, then per-
forms the forward acceleration. When the acceleration sec-
tion passes the number of steps which are half of the total
steps and the uniform speed is not reached, the controller
enters the deceleration state. The speed is reduced to the
brake speed, then jumps to 0, realizing the angle regulation
and entering the lock-stop state.

(3) Section BC. Assuming that the initial state is the idle state,
a large angle regulation command is executed. The controller
first jumps to the take-off speed, then performs the forward
acceleration to reach the uniform speed and maintains it.
When the uniform speed section passes the number of steps
which equal the total steps minus 2 times the acceleration
section, the controller enters the deceleration state. The
speed is reduced to the brake speed, then jumps to 0. Due
to the position closed-loop control, if the collected resolver
angle which is the actual position is not inconsistent with
the target position at this time, the controller enters the
angle regulation again until the actual position is the same
as the target position.

Since the stepping motor can be rotated forward and
reverse, the received commands have three types, and the
new command could overwrite the old command and many
other reasons; there are many other possibilities for the speed
curve, which are not detailed here.

3.4.2. State Machine of Speed Planning. The speed planning is
realized by the state machine. There are 12 states: forward

acceleration, forward uniform, forward deceleration, forward
acceleration between zero-positions, forward uniform
between zero-positions, forward deceleration between zero-
positions, reverse acceleration, reverse uniform, reverse
deceleration, idle, lock-stop, and zero-position lock. The state
machine and its transition are shown in Figure 7.

Since the state machine is complicated, Figure 7 only
shows the 12 states and the transition between the states.
The transition conditions are omitted, and the double-
headed arrows indicate that the states can be converted to
each other. The control of the data transmission antenna is
mainly angle regulation, going to zero-position, and stopping
rotation. The control logic is as follows. The angle regulation
command calculates the number of steps according to the
target angle and plans the speed according to the trapezoidal
curve. When the speed reaches the uniform speed, the con-
troller records the number of steps taken by the acceleration
section and then maintains the uniform speed until the num-
ber of steps taken by the uniform section is the total number
of steps minus 2 times the number of steps taken by the accel-
eration section and finally performs the deceleration to reach
the target position. If the acceleration does not reach the uni-
form speed but has passed the half of the total number of
steps, the controller enters the deceleration state immedi-
ately. When the go to zero-position command is received, if
the current speed is greater than the brake speed, the control-
ler enters the deceleration state, and if not, enters the acceler-
ation state. When the pre-zero-position signal is received, if
the current speed is greater than the brake speed, the control-
ler enters the deceleration state and maintains the uniform
speed when the speed is reduced to brake speed. When the
true-zero-position signal is received, the speed jumps to 0.
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The stop rotation command is generally used when the angle
regulation command is completed.

3.4.3. Step Interval Calculation. After completing the speed
curve planning, the module calculates the time interval of
each step based on the speed curve. The speed curve may
contain three conditions: uniform acceleration, uniform
speed, and uniform deceleration. The time interval can be
obtained by calculating the reciprocal of the speed during
the uniform. During the uniform acceleration, time interval
could be calculated according to kinematic Equation (1)
[19]. Equation (1) is transformed into Equation (2) and
Equation (3). In the equation, x is the distance, v0 is the ini-
tial speed, a is the acceleration, t is the time, and Δt is the
step interval:

x = v0t +
1
2 at

2, ð1Þ

t =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

v20 + 2ax
p

− v0
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+ 2
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x

r

−
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a

x − 1ð Þ
r

: ð3Þ

Time t is calculated according to Equation (2), so step
interval Δt is calculated as Equation (3). The hardware
design is based on Equation (3), including registers such as
speed, initial speed accumulated value, speed accumulated
value, speed accumulated sum, and speed accumulated
sum square root value. Each time the time interval is calcu-
lated, only the speed accumulated value and its square root
value are calculated, and the time interval is obtained by sub-
tracting the previous calculation result.

3.5. PWM Subdivision and Timing Control. The subdivision
control is essential to change the square wave current in the
phase coil of the stepping motor to stepped sine wave so
that the combined magnetic field rotates at the microstep.
In the design, the equivalent area method is used, replacing
the sine wave with the rectangular pulse sequences, then
calculating the width and interval of each pulse, and storing
the data in the ROM table for subdivision driving [20]. Due
to the symmetry of the sine wave, only 1/4 sine wave is
calculated; the duty cycle change in the four cases of positive
increment, positive decrement, reverse increment, and
reverse decrement could be obtained with phase change
and direction control.

The PWM pulse is driven by the LMD18200 chip.
According to the datasheet, the pulse width of the BRK,
PWM, and DIR signals must be greater than 1μs, and the
switching of the three signals cannot occur at the same time;
it needs to be separated by at least 1μs. Set the global state
machine to control signals and meet timing requirements.

4. Analysis of Simulation and Experiment

In order to debug and test the designed motion controller, a
system test platform is written, which simulates the RS-422
interface for command transmission and real-time moni-
toring of current information. The controller can control
two data transmission antennas independently or synchro-
nously, but in order to verify the integrity of the function,
the simulation is set to control two antennas synchronously.
The simulation is performed in ModelSim software, and the
simulation diagrams and results are analyzed as follows.

In the simulation diagram, the positionenable is the angle
enable signal, which changes from low level to high level
when the angle regulation command is received. The target-
position is the target position register and stores the target
position. The position_reg is the current position register
and stores the current position. The go_zero is the return-
to-zero-position signal; when the go to zero-position com-
mand is received, it changes from low level to high level.
The rotatedir signal is the rotation direction register. When
it is 0, it indicates forward rotation; when it is 1, it indicates
reverse rotation. The zero-position signal changes from low
level to high level when the pre-zero-position signal is
received and changes from high level to low level when the
true-zero-position signal is received. The c_state_reg is the
current speed status register and indicates the current speed
state. The currentspeed_reg is the current speed register,
which stores the current speed value. The finish_inst is the
command completion flag register; when it is high level, it
indicates that the command is completed. The xb_valid_reg
is the effective signal of the resolver angle; when it is 1, it indi-
cates that the effective resolver angle is received.

4.1. Simulation

4.1.1. 15° Angle Regulation. The command is set to control
two antennas for 15° angle regulation synchronously. The
target angle 15 is set as F0000 (hexadecimal number) accord-
ing to the 16-bit integer 16-bit decimal data format, multi-
plies by the number of step of 1 degree to get the total

Figure 8: Simulation waveform of 15° angle regulation.
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Figure 9: Simulation waveform of 235° angle regulation.

Figure 10: Simulation waveform of go to zero-position during 60° angle regulation.

Figure 11: Simulation waveform of go to zero-position during 60° angle regulation.

Figure 12: Stepping motor drive board. Figure 13: Resolver angle acquisition board.
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number of steps D055. The stepping motor 1.8 degrees corre-
sponds to one step, but since the 100 : 1 reducer is set and
64 subdivisions are performed for each step, the number
of steps corresponding to 1° is (decimal number in the for-
mula) 64 ∗ 100/1:8 = 3555:55555. In order to ensure the
accuracy, the above result is saved as DE38E in the format
of 12-bit integer plus 8-bit decimal. The total number of steps
is calculated as (hexadecimal number in the formula) F0000
∗DE38E = D055520000; round off 24 decimal places, only
the integer part D055 is reserved, which is the total number
of steps. The speed value is stored in the form of 1-bit sign
bit, 15-digit integer, and 16-bit decimal. The uniform speed
is set to 10000 (hexadecimal number), converted to the actual
speed of 1°/s, and the take-off speed is 8000 (hexadecimal
number), converted to the actual speed of 0.5°/s. The follow-
ing simulation calculation methods are similar and will not
be described in detail. The simulation waveform is shown
in Figure 8.

It can be seen from the simulation waveform that the ini-
tial state is the idle state. When the angle regulation com-
mand is received, the positionenable changes from low level
to high level, and the controller starts the speed planning.
First, it jumps directly to the take-off speed of 8000 and
enters the forward acceleration state. When the speed has
not reached the uniform speed, but half of the total steps
has been passed, the controller enters the deceleration state.
After the target position is reached, the finish_inst changes
from low level to high level, the angle regulation command
is completed, and the lock-stop state is entered.

4.1.2. 235° Angle Regulation. The command is set to control
two antennas for 235° angle regulation synchronously. The
target angle is set to EB0000, and the number of steps is
CBFE3. The simulation waveform is shown in Figure 9.

It can be seen from the simulation waveform that the ini-
tial state is the idle state. When the angle regulation com-
mand is received, the positionenable signal changes from
low level to high level, and the controller starts the speed
planning. First, it jumps directly to the take-off speed of
8000, enters the forward acceleration state, and accelerates to

reach the uniform speed of 10000 and maintains it. After the
final deceleration reaches the target position, the controller
stops, and the finish_inst changes from low level to high level,
indicating that the angle regulation command is completed.

4.1.3. Go to Zero-Position during 60° Angle Regulation. First,
the command is set to control two antennas simultaneously
for 60° angle regulation, the target angle is set to 3C0000,
and the number of steps is 34155. The go to zero-position
command and the zero-position signal are given during the
angle regulation process, and the simulation waveform is
shown in Figure 10.

It can be seen from the simulation waveform that the ini-
tial state is the idle state. After the angle regulation command
is received, the positionenable changes from low level to high
level, and the controller starts the speed planning. First, it
jumps directly to the take-off speed of 8000, enters the for-
ward acceleration state, and accelerates to reach the uniform
speed of 10000 and maintains it. Then, it maintains the uni-
form when the go to zero-position command is received and
enters the deceleration state between zero-positions when the
pre-zero-position signal is received. The speed is reduced to
the brake speed of 8000 to maintain the uniform and jumps
directly to 0 and remains in the zero-position lock state when
the true-zero-position signal is received.

4.1.4. 30° Angle Regulation with Twice Planning. First, the
command is set to control two antennas simultaneously for
30° angle regulation, the target angle is set to 1E0000, and
the number of steps is 1A0AA. After the angle regulation is
completed, the resolver angle which is inconsistent with the
current position is given, the controller planning speed again.
The simulation waveform is shown in Figure 11.

It can be seen from the simulation waveform that the ini-
tial state is the idle state. After the angle regulation command
is received, the positionenable changes from low level to high
level, and the controller starts the speed planning. First, it
jumps directly to the take-off speed of 8000, enters the for-
ward acceleration state, and accelerates to reach the uniform
speed of 10000 and maintains it. After the final deceleration
reaches the target position, the resolver angle is received at

Current signal

Zero-position signal

Figure 14: Wave of current and zero-position signal.
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the same time, which is inconsistent with the current posi-
tion, the position_reg value is updated, and the speed plan-
ning is performed again. After the completion, the position
counter is equal to the target counter, the finish_inst changes
from low level to high level, and the controller enters the
locked state.

4.2. Experiment. In order to verify the designed motion
controller, the hardware circuit system is built, including
the FPGA main control board, a current acquisition circuit,
resolver angle acquisition board, stepping motor drive
board, and stepping motors. And the code is downloaded
to FPGA for the experiment. Figure 12 is the stepping
motor drive board, Figure 13 is the resolver angle acquisition
board, and Figures 14 and 15 are the waveforms measured by
an oscilloscope.

Experiment results show that the motion controller can
accurately perform angle regulation, go to zero-position,
and stop rotation according to the commands. Figure 14
is wave of current and zero-position signal when going to
zero-position. When the pre-zero-position signal arrives,
the stepping motor decelerates, and the current signal
changes. When the true-zero-position signal arrives, the
stepping motor locks and the current signal becomes a con-
stant value. Figure 15 shows the current wave of stepping
motor two phases during the angle regulation process. Due
to the characteristics of the drive chip, the waveform has only
the forward portion. It can be seen from the figure that two
phases have a phase difference of 90 degrees, and the wave-
form is close to the standard forward sine wave, indicating
that the duty cycle of the subdivided PWM changes accord-
ing to the sine wave law.

In order to verify the design accuracy, physical tests are
performed under the condition of work frequency of
22.1184MHz, take-off/brake speed of 0.5°/s, and acceleration
of 0.05°/s2. In the rotation range of 0-270°, the angle regula-
tion test was performed at intervals of 60° in the case of for-
ward rotation and reverse rotation. The test flow is as
follows: the angle regulation command is sent through the
serial port, and the resolver angle is collected after the mech-
anism reaches the target position, and the error value of the
set speed is calculated. The test data and analysis are shown
in Table 1.

It can be seen from Table 1 that the position error of
the mechanism during the forward and reverse motions is

between ±0.0085°. There are deviations because the accu-
racy of the resolver angle acquisition is only 0.0013725°,
and the resolver and the mechanism have deviations dur-
ing the installation process, and there is friction during
the movement.

5. Conclusion

From the perspective of aerospace applications, this paper
designs and implements a motion controller for satellite-
borne data transmission antennas. Firstly, the overall frame-
work of the motion controller is given. At the same time,
several specific measures of redundant design are given
according to the reliability design of the aerospace device.
Then, the design of modules such as command transmission
and reception, command decode, speed control, position
control, and PWM subdivision control and PWM timing
control is introduced in detail. The simulation and experi-
ment results show that the motion controller can control
the antennas for angle regulation accurately and stably and
control two antennas synchronously or independently. The
accuracy of angle regulation reaches 0.0085° under the condi-
tion of 64 subdivisions and 100 : 1 reduction ratio. At present,
the design has been applied to a satellite-borne data transmis-
sion antenna control system.
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Table 1: Transitions selected for thermometry.

Situation
Target

position (°)
Actual

position (°)
Position
error (°)

Forward rotation

0 0.0045 0.0045

60 59.99175 -0.00825

120 119.9925 -0.0075

180 180 0

240 239.9895 -0.005

270 270 0

Reverse rotation

270 270 0

210 210.0083 0.0083

150 149.9963 -0.0037

90 90.00225 0.00225

30 29.99475 -0.00525

0 0.0045 0.0045

Figure 15: Current wave of stepping motor two phases.
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